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0. Introduction 
In the present notes we are concerned with various aspects of Post 
algebras. Our main objective is to present some new results which extend 
the existing literature. We have found it desirable to give an account of 
some of the work that has been done previously, and which is essential 
for the work in this paper. However, our approach is often different, and 
we are able to supply some existing results with a shorter and more direct 
proof. We also have been able to fill some gaps in the literature, by 
answering some questions which arise in a natural way. 
Post algebras have been investigated in recent years by several authors 
(ROSENBLOOM [2), EPSTEIN [1), TRACZYK [4) and [5]). It is well known, 
that a Post algebra P is uniquely determined by its order n(n > 2), and 
by its underlying Boolean algebra B of complemented elements. Recently, 
it has been shown by TRACZYK [5], that with P, there is associated in a 
natural way, a compact zero dimensional space X, called the dual space 
(Post space) of P. In case Pis a Boolean algebra (n=2), then X is the 
dual space (Boolean space) of B. Section lis almost entirely devoted to the 
representation theory of Post algebras, but our treatment differs from [5]. 
It is based on the observation that every Post algebra of order n can 
be imbedded in a sublattice of the direct product of n- l copies of the 
underlying Boolean algebra. In addition, we use the known fact that the 
dual space of a finite direct product of Boolean algebras, is the topological 
sum of the dual spaces of the factors. In this way, we are able to exhibit 
the dual space of a Post algebra easily. In section 4 we focus our attention 
on the relation which exists between a Post algebra and its dual space, 
and we investigate this relation in detail. We introduce, as a useful concept, 
the notion of Post continuous maps between Post spaces. These maps 
can be considered as the dual maps of Post homomorphisms which were 
introduced in [4]. We then prove that the relationship between Post 
algebras and their dual spaces can be characterized by a one-one con-
travariant functor tfJ between the category ~ of Post algebras and Post 
homomorphisms, and the category ~* of Post spaces and Post continuous 
maps. tfJ has the property that if h is a Post homomorphism, then h is 
epi (mono), if and only if, tfJ (h) is mono (epi). In case P is a Boolean 
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algebra, then f/J becomes the well known functor between the category 
of 'Boolean algebras and homomorphisms, and the category of Boolean 
spaces and continuous maps. The groundwork for section 4 is carried out 
in section 3, where we introduce the notion of a subalgebra of a Post 
algebra. In this section we establish some properties of Post homomor-
phisms, and in connection with this, we characterize those ideals of a Post 
algebra which are the kernel of a Post homomorphism. 
In section 2 we consider a problem which the author has not been 
able to find in the literature, although it arises in a natural way. Suppose ~ 
P=(eo, e1, ... , e11-1; B) (cf. for notation section l) is a Post algebra. 
Are the elements e1 and the order n uniquely determined 1 We will show 
that the answer to this question is in the affirmative. Precisely, the following 
result is obtained. Suppose, 
P=(eo, e1. ... , en-1; B)=(e'o, e'1. ... , e'm-1; B), 
then m = n and e, = e' t, l < i < n- l. The following result is then an almost 
immediate consequence. Suppose P is a Post algebra of order n, and 
suppose P' is a sublattice of P, and also a Post algebra of order m whose 
underlying Boolean algebra is the same as that of P. Then P' is a proper 
sublattice of P, if and only if m<n. 
Section 5 is devoted to tX-complete Post algebras. Various results have 
been obtained recently in this area. TRACZYK [5] introduced the _notion 
of tX-representability of tX-complete Post algebras and used this notion to 
generalize the Loomis-Sikorski theorem to a-complete Post algebras. The 
approach that we use in this section is different and is based on the obser-
v.ation that we made above. We first prove that an tX-complete Post 
algebra is isomorphic to an tX-Post ring of sets, if and only if, its underlying 
Boolean algebra is isomorphic to an tX-field of sets. Then we define an 
tX-complete Post algebra P to be tX-representable, if P is an tX-complete 
Post homomorphic image of an tX-Post ring of sets. We then easily prove 
that P is tX-representable, if and only if, its underlying Boolean algebra 
is tX-representable. It turns out, by comparing our results with TRACZYK's 
[5], that both definitions of tX-representability are equivalent. 
l. Prelimanaries 
In this section we will first recall some definitions and also mention 
those properties of Post algebras that we will need in this paper. In the 
second place, we will review the representation theory for Post algebras, 
which was developed in [4] and [5]. However our approach is different 
as we indicated in the introduction. 
The definition of a Post algebra that we will adopt, is due to TRACZYK [ 4 ]. 
A Post algebra of order n, n;;;.. 2, is a distributive lattice P with a zero 
element 0 and a one element l, satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) There exists an ascending sequence of elements of P: 
0 =eo< ep:;:;; e2 < ... < en-1 = 1 
such that every element a of P can be written as 
a= 2 a,e, 1), 
:L.;;i.;;to-1 
where for every i, 1 ..;;;;i..;;;;n-1, a, is an element of the Boolean algebra B 
of complemented elements of P. 
(ii) If a E B and aet...;;;; et-1 for some i,.~ 1...;;;; i...;;;; n -1, then a= 0. P will 
also be denoted by P=(eo, e1, •.. , en-1; B). 
It follows from (ii) that the elements e1 are distinct. Indeed, suppose 
et-1=et thus 1e,..;;;;ef-1· But this contradicts (ii) .. It also follows from (ii) 
that e, ¢ B for 1...;;;; i...;;;; n- 2, for e, E B implies e,e1 = 0...;;;; et-1, thus by (ii) 
e1 = 0 or e1 = 1, and thus i = n- 1. The following result is due to EP-
STEIN [1]. 
(iii) Every element a of P=(eo, e1., .. , en-1; B) has a unique re-
presentation a~ ! a,e,, a, E B, such that a1:>a2;> •.• ;>an-1· 
1.;;;.;;n-1 
This representation of a is called the monotonic representation of a. 
Observe that if a= ! a,e, and b = ! b1e1 are the monotonic re-
1.;;i.;;to-1 1.;;i.;;n-1 
presentations of a and b, then a+ b = ! (at+ b1)et and ab = ! (a,b,)et, 
1.;;i.;;n-1 1.;;;.;;n-1 
and these are again monotonic representations. It is also easy to see that 
if a= ! a,e, is the monotonic representation of a, then a E B if and 
1.;;\.;;n-1 
only if, a1=~= ... =an-1· 
It seems also worthwhile to observe that (i) and (ii) together are equi-
valent to the following condition: 
(iii) There exists and ascending sequence of elements of P: 
such that every element a of P has a unique representation 
a= ! a,e,, a, E B, a1>a2;> .•• ;>an-l· 
1.;;i.;;n-1 
We have already observed that it was proved in [1] (also cf. [4]) that 
(i) and (ii) imply (iii). Obviously (iii) implies (i). In order to show that 
(iii) implies (ii), suppose that ae,..;;;;et-1 for some a E B, and some 
1) We will denote the sum (join) and the product (meet) of two elements a and b 
of a lattice by a+b and ab resp., and use the symbols E and II to indicate SUIDS 
and products of sets of elements. The complement (if it exists) of an element a will 
be denoted by a. 
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i, 1 < i < n -1. Then aet-l = aet. But then it follows immediately from (iii) 
that a=O. 
We will now recall a property of Boolean algebras which we will need in 
order to develop the representation theory [3]. Suppose, Br, B2, ... , En 
are Boolean algebras, and suppose that X1, X2, ••• , Xn are their dual 
spaces. Let B denote the direct product of the Bi, and let X denote the 
topological sum of the X 1• Then X is a Boolean ( = zero dimensional 1) 
compact Hausdorff) space, and X is the dual space of B. Therefore, B 
is isomorphic to the field of open-and-closed subsets of X. More precisely, 
if a E B, a= (ar, a2, ... , an), atE B1 and if for every i, ai* denotes the 
open-and-closed subset of Xt which corresponds with at, then the mapping 
( 1.1) a~ a*= U a,* 
I<i<n 
is an isomorphic mapping of B onto the field of open-and-closed subsets 
of X. 
Now, let P = ( e0, e1, ... , en-1; B) be a Post algebra. Let for every i, 
1 < i < n- 1, Bt be an isomorphic copy of B, and let Cfli: B ~ Bt be the 
corresponding isomorphism. Let B* be the direct product of the B,, 
then the elements of B* can be represented by (cp1(a1), cp2(a2), ... , f{Jn-1(an-1)), 
where ai E B, 1 < i < n -1. Let P* be the sublattice of B* defined by 
P* = {(cp1(a1), cp2(a2), . .. , f{Jn-1(an-1)): a1> a2 > ... >an-d· Now, let a be an 
element of P. Then, by (iii), a has a unique monotonic representation 
a= :L a,e1• Let h(a) be the element of B* whose ith coordinate is 
l<i~n-1 
cpt(at). Clearly, h(a) is an element of P, and it is also easy to see that h is 
a (lattice-) isomorphism of P onto P*. Hence P and P* are isomorphic 
as lattices. 
In particular, we have that for every i, 1 <i<n-1, h(et) is that element 
of P*, whose first i coordinates are 1, and whose other coordinates are 0. 
We now denote the dual space of B by Y and, for every i, the dual 
space of Bt by Xt. The corresponding homeomorphisms from Xt to Y 
will be designated by gi. Finally, let for every a E B, a* denote the 
corresponding open-and-closed subset of Y, and for every i, (cpt(a))* the 
open-and-closed subset of Xi which corresponds with cpt(a). We then have 
(1.2) 
Denoting the topological sum of the spaces Xt by X*, we have seen that 
X* is the dual space of B*. Recall, that a ring of sets is a family of subsets 
of a set, which is closed under finite unions and finite intersections. We 
will call a ring of sets which is a Post algebra, a Post ring of sets. It now 
follows immediately from the previous discussion that the mapping 
(1.3) a~a*= U (cpt(at))*, 
l<;;i<;;n-1 
1) i.e. the open-and-closed sets form a base for the topology of X. 
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where a= _L aiei is the monotonic representation of a, is an isomorphic 
l~i<n-1 
mapping of P onto the Post ring {a* :a E P} of sets. This establishes 
TRACZYK's result [4], [5], that every Post-algebra is isomorphic to a 
Post ring of sets. 
We now endow, following TRACZYK [5], the underlying set of X* with a 
topology which is weaker than the sum topology, by taking the sets a*, 
a E B as a base for the open sets. In order to distinguish this topology 
from the sum topology, we will denote this topology by X. Clearly, X is 
zero dimensional and compact, and the sets a*, a E B, are precisely the 
open-and-closed subsets of X. X is called the dual space of P. It is obvious 
that the topology of every Xi relative to X is the same as the topology 
relative to X*, and hence the mappings gel are imbeddings of Y into X. 
Now, let X be a topological space. X is called a Post space of order n, 
n;;;;.2, if 
(i) X is the set-theoretic union of disjoint spaces Xi, 1<;i<;n-l. 
(ii) There exists a Boolean space Y, and homeomorphisms gi from Xi 
onto Y, 1 <i<n-1, 
(iii) The family of sets { U gi-1( U): U an open-and-closed set of Y} 
l~i<n-1 
is a base for the open sets of X. 
Obviously X is compact and zero dimensional. 
If X is a Post space of order n, and Xi, gi and Y have the meaning as 
indicated in (i), (ii) and (iii), we will often write X= ({Xi, gi}i=l,2 ... n-b Y). 
If Pis the ring of subsets of X, whose elements are of the form U gi-1(Ui), 
t<i<n-1 
where U1d. Uzd. ... d. Un-1, and where every Ui is an open-and-closed 
subset of Y, then obviously, Pis a Post ring of sets whose dual space is 
(homeomorphic to) X (TRACZYK [5]). We will investigate this relationship 
between a Post algebra and its dual space in more detail in section 4. 
It is worthwhile to notice that it follows from the discussion in this section 
that for every Boolean algebra B and for every integer n, n > 2, there 
exists a uniquely determined (up to isomorphisms) Post algebra P of order 
n, such that the Boolean algebra of complemented elements of P is 
isomorphic to B ( cf. [ 4]). 
2. Uniqueness of the order and of the elements ei of a Post algebra. 
In this section we will prove that if P=(e0 , e1, .. . , en-1; B) is a Post 
algebra, then the order n and the elements ei are uniquely determined. 
The author has not been able to find a proof of this statement in the 
literature. 
Precisely, we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose P is a Post algebra and 
P=(eo, e1, ... , en-1; B)=(eo', e1', ... , e'n-1; B). 
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Then m=n and e,=et' for 1 ..;;;i..;;;n-1. 
We will first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. 
Suppose P=<eo, e~, .. . , en-1; B) is a Post algebra. Suppose there is an 
ascending sequence of elements in P: 0 <eo'< e1' < ... < e' n-1 = 1, satis-
fying the condition (ii) of section 1, then et' = e1. for 1 < i < n -1. 
Proof. We have already observed in section 1, that it follows from 
condition (ii) that the et' are distinct, and that et' ¢ B for 1 < i < n- 2. 
Now, let for every i, O..;;;i..;;;n-1, d = ! · Pt,Jef, Pt,J E B, be the mono-
l~:i~n-1 
tonic representation of e,'. Observe that po,1=0 for 1..;;;j..;;;n-1 and 
Pn-1,1=1 for 1..;;;j..;;;n-l. In order to show that et'=et for O..;;;i..;;;n-1. 
we must show that for every i, O..;;;i..;;;n-1, 
(1) Pi,i= 0 for i<j ..;;;n-1, and 
(2) Pt,J= 1 for 1 ..;;;j ..;;;i 
Since the representations of the et' are monotonic, we have 
(3) Pt,(>Pt,J+l for O..;;;i..;;;n-1, 1..;;;j..;;;n-2 
and since e,' ..;;;e't+1 for O..;;;i..;;;n-2, we have 
(4) Pt,J<PH1,J for O..;;;i..;;;n-2, 1 <j ..;;;n-1. 
It follows from (3) and (4), that it suffices to show that 
(1') Pt,H1=0 for O..;;;i..;;;n-2, and 
(2') Pt,t= 1 for 1 ..;;;i..;;;n-1. 
By hypothesis, the Pt,J satisfy for every i, 1 ..;;:;i..;;;n-1 the following 
condition: 
(ct) If for some a E B, apt,J<Pi-1,1 for every j, 1 ..;;;j ..;;;n-1, then a=O. 
We will now prove first (1'). 
Observe that Pn-2,n-1 = 0. Indeed, by (3) we have Pn-2,n-1 <Pn-2,1 for 
1 <j ..;;;n-1. Now Pn-1,1= 1 for 1 <j ..;;;n-1, thus Pn-2,n-1Pn-1,J<Pn-2,i for 
1..;;;j..;;;n-l. Hence, it follows from (cn-1) that Pn-2,n-1=0. Now, suppose 
that we have shown for some m, m;;;.O, that Pt,H1=0 for every i, 
m<i..;;;n-2. We will show that it follows that Pm,m+l=O. It follows 
from (3) that Pm+1,J <Pm+l,m+2 for m + 2 < j < n -1. By hypothesis, 
Pm+l,m+2=0, thus Pm+l,j=O for m+2..;;;j..;;;n-l. By (4), we have that 
Pm,J<Pm+l,i for 1.;;:j..;;;n-l. Thus Pm,J=O for m+2<j<n-l. Thusfor 
m+2<j ..;;;n-1, we have Pm,m+lPm+I,J<Pm,J· For 1 ..;;;j ..;;;m+ 1, we have 
by (3) Pm,m+lPm+I.i<Pm,m+l<Pm,J· Thus we have Pm,m+lPm+I,J<Pm,J for 
1 < j < n -1. It then follows from ( Cm+I) that Pm,m+l = 0. This completes 
the proof of (1'). 
We will now prove (2'). First, we will show that p1,1 = l. Indeed, by (3) 
we have P1.1<P1,1 for 1..;;;j..;;;n-l. Thus, ih,1P1,1=0 for 1..;;;j..;;;n-l. On 
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the other hand, po,t=O for 1.;;;;j.;;;;n-1, thus P1,1P1.1<Po.1 for 1.;;;;j.;;;;n-l. 
By virtue of (c1), we have ih,1=0 or p1,1= 1. Now suppose that we have 
shown for some m, m;;. 1, that Pt,i= 1 for 1 <i<m. We will show, that 
then it follows that Pm,m = 1. By hypothesis, Pm-1,m-1 = 1. By ( 4), we have 
Pm,m-1'>Pm-l,m-1 and by (3) Pm.i'>Pm,m-1 for 1.;;;;j.;;;;m-l. Thus, Pm.t=1 
for 1.;;;;j.;;;;m-l. Again, by (3) Pm-1,1'>Pm-1,m-1 for 1.;;;;j.;;;;m-l. Thus, 
Pm-1,1=1 for 1.;;;;j.;;;;m-l. Thus, we have Pm,m=Pm,mPm.i<Pm-1,1 for 
1 .;;;;j .;;;;m-1, and this inequality obviously also holds for j =m. Now, it 
follows from (1) that Pm.t=O for m<j<.n-1 and Pm-1,1=0 for m-1< 
<j<;n-1. Thus Pm,mPm,;<Pm-1,1 for m<j<;n-l. Hence, we have that 
Pm,mPm.t<Pm-1,1 for 1 <i <.n-1. It then follows from (em) that Pm,m= 
= ~ or Pm,m = 1 This completes the proof t>f (2') and thus it completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
We now proceed to prove theorem 2.1. 
Proof of theorem 2.1. Ifn=2, then P=B and thus, all elements 
of P are complementary. Thus, every e/ is complementary and therefore, 
m = 2. Thus, we may assume that n and m;;. 3. Suppose m # n, say m > n;;. 3. 
Now, consider the ascending sequence eo'<e1'<:e2'< ... <;e'n-2<e'm-1· 
Since n < m, and thus n- 2 < m- 1, this sequence consists of n distinct 
elements. The elements of this sequence obviously satisfy the condition (ii) 
of section 1. Indeed, if ae'm-l<e'n-2 for some a E B, then ae'm-1<:e'm-2, 
thus a= 0. It now follows from lemma 2.2 that e' n-2 = en-2· Again, consider 
the ascending sequence eo' <;e1' <;e2' < ... .;;;;e'n-3<e'n-1<e'm-1· Since 
n < m and thus n- 1 < m- 1, this sequence also consists of n distinct 
elements and again, condition (ii) of section 1 is satisfied. Applying 
lemma 2.2, we have e' n-3 = en-2 and thus it follows that e' n-3 = e' n-2· 
But on the other hand, it follows from condition (ii) that e' n-3 # e' n-2 
(cf. section 1) and thus we have arrived at a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem also seems of interest. 
Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose Pis a Post algebra of order n. Suppose P' is a sublattice of P, 
and suppose P' is also a Post algebra of order m, such that P and P' 
have the same underlying Boolean algebra. Then P' is a proper sublattice 
of P, if and only if m<n. 
Proof. LetP=<eo, e~, .. . , en-1; B) andletP'=<eo', e1', .. . , e'm-1; B). 
If P=P', then it follows immediately from theorem 2.1 that m=n. Now 
suppose that P' is a proper sublattice of P, and that m;;.n. We pick a 
subsequence of the sequence eo'< e1' < ... < e' m-1 such that this sub-
sequence contains e0' and e' m-1, and has a length n. The elements of this 
subsequence also satisfy condition (ii) of section 1. But then it follows 
from lemma 2.2 that this subsequence is the sequence eo< e1 < ... < en-1· 
Hence P=P'. Contradiction. (To be continued) 
